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CANON LAW
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Public access to criminal trials is an indispensable attribute of the Anglo-
American legal system. The “rule of publicity” has been the rule in England
from time immemorial and was a fundamental attribute of the judicial systems
of the early American colonies. The Supreme Court has concluded that “a
presumption of openness inheres in the very nature of a criminal trial under our
system of government,” and the First and Sixth Amendments safeguard the
public nature of criminal trials.

Yet, as essential as publicity is to the American legal system, secrecy is
to the Catholic Church’s legal system: canon law. Amidst calls for greater
transparency and accountability in the Church, recent developments in canon
law have only taken small steps to lift the pall of secrecy. Meanwhile, U.S.
Catholics have discovered many reasons to distrust their leaders, stemming
from sexual and financial misconduct and cover-up. While some canonical
scholars have recognized the benefit of employing secular models of
transparency, none has endeavored to provide a method of incorporation or to
suggest concrete changes.

This Comment begins that conversation by comparing public access in
criminal trials under U.S. law and canon law and by examining whether canon
law can successfully incorporate any elements of American law. Due to
fundamental differences in the two legal systems, many elements cannot be
incorporated, but the core values promoted by the American legal system’s
public access doctrine are values inherent in good governance in general. This
Comment applies these values to criminal trials in canon law and provides
three concrete proposals that uphold the fundamental values of good
governance and accomplish the express purposes of the Church’s penal system.
Rather than hide its criminal trials in secret, the Church should instead expose
them.
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INTRODUCTION

Take no part in the unfruitful works of darkness, but instead expose them. For it is a shame even to speak of the things that they do in secret; but when anything is exposed by the light it becomes visible, for anything that becomes visible is light.¹

Imagine John Doe. A Catholic priest sexually abused John when John was in middle school. Ashamed of what happened, John never told anyone and tried to forget it. After high school, he moved away and built a new life. He graduated from college, started a career, got married, and had children. Eventually, John returned to the area where he grew up. Despite the abuse, he remained a Catholic, attended Mass on Sundays with his family, put money in the collection basket, and volunteered at his children’s school. Then, one Sunday, John hears that a new priest has been appointed to his parish: John’s abuser. Just hearing his name again sickens John. That night he and his wife discuss what to do. Although he does not want to go to the police, John is determined that his abuser should not be a priest and that justice must be done. John finally summons enough courage to report the abuse to the diocesan bishop and the diocesan sexual abuse investigator, explicitly detailing the nature, location, and dates of the abuse. The investigator tells John that his statement will be critical evidence in the priest’s trial in canon law, the Catholic Church’s legal system. While holding a canonical trial, the bishop temporarily removes the priest from ministry. John hopes that justice will be done.

However, as the months drag on, John hears rumors about the priest’s stature: his popularity in the diocese, his close friendship with the bishop, and his fundraising acumen. After a year of silence, the diocese issues a three-sentence press release indicating that the priest will return to ministry, as he was found not guilty in the canonical trial. John is dumbfounded and disgusted. First, he was never given any updates on the trial as it progressed; and second, the curt press release did not provide any information about the decision’s reasoning. Did the judges determine that John lacked credibility? Did other witnesses deny John’s story? Did the bishop intervene for his friend? Was either corruption or blackmail involved? John calls the bishop and demands answers, but the bishop assures John that they did everything by the book and that John’s allegation was thoroughly investigated. When John asks more pointed

¹ Ephesians 5:11–13 (Revised Standard).
questions, the bishop explains that in canon law John has no right to know what occurred during the trial, who testified, what evidence was brought, or even the reasons for the final decision. In fact, the bishop has locked the judges’ decision in the secret archives.

The secrecy in this hypothetical might shock U.S. citizens who are familiar with public criminal trials. The presumptive public access to criminal trials is an indispensable attribute of the Anglo-American legal system: the “rule of publicity” has been the rule in England from time immemorial and was a fundamental attribute of the judicial systems of the early American colonies. As the Supreme Court concluded, “a presumption of openness inheres in the very nature of a criminal trial under our system of justice.” Furthermore, two constitutional amendments safeguard the public nature of criminal trials. The Sixth Amendment protects a defendant’s right to a public trial, and the First Amendment provides a right of public access to criminal trials. Although neither right is absolute, the public nature of criminal trials is a fundamental element of American justice.

As essential as publicity is to the American legal system, secrecy is to canon law. Out of concerns to avoid scandal and maintain privacy, the current Code of Canon Law prohibits third parties from being present during the trial and binds tribunal personnel to secrecy. Amidst calls for greater transparency and accountability in the Church, recent developments in canon law have taken only small steps to lift the pall of secrecy. Of all the attributes of canonical trials, secrecy seemingly remains preeminent. Meanwhile, U.S. Catholics have discovered reasons to distrust their leaders, stemming from sexual and financial misconduct

3. Id. at 573.
4. U.S. Const. amend. VI.
5. U.S. Const. amend. I; see Richmond Newspapers, Inc., 448 U.S. at 580.
6. See discussion infra Section IV.A.
9. See discussion infra Section III.D.
10. See discussion infra Sections III.A–C. Additionally, many tribunals will go to great lengths to maintain the secrecy of their proceedings and willingly trample on the canonical rights of parties to do so. See, e.g., William L. Daniel, Ongoing Difficulties in the Judicial Praxis of American Tribunals in Causes of the Nullity of Marriage, 74 JURIST 215, 238–42 (2014).
and cover-up.\textsuperscript{11} Surveys confirm that trust is waning.\textsuperscript{12} American Catholics are demanding greater transparency from the Church hierarchy, and many have lost trust in the Church’s administration of justice.\textsuperscript{13} Recently, William Daniel—a canon law professor at the Catholic University of America—raised the question of employing secular models and standards of transparency in the Church.\textsuperscript{14} In his article, Daniel concludes that while the Church should only employ secular standards of transparency cautiously, there may be some benefit to such incorporation, even in canonical criminal trials.\textsuperscript{15} However, neither Daniel nor others has endeavored to provide a method of incorporation or to suggest concrete changes.\textsuperscript{16}

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{15} \textit{Id.} at 54.
\bibitem{16} \textit{Id.} (“For example, while a parish has a right to know that its pastor has been suspended from ministry and perhaps a basic rationale for that decision, the details of his case should be handled seriously but with care. He remains a priest, and the dignified treatment of him also within the public interest of the Church, which treasures the holy priesthood of Jesus Christ. The gravity of his situation thus demands that he be disciplined appropriately in view of the public good; and perhaps that is the just extent of the administration’s public transparency, even if the degree of transparency might be greater in regard to those immediately affected by his behavior, when they are able to receive sensitive information with the Church’s own discretion.”). Another canonical scholar, Susan Mulheron, presenting to the Canon Law Society of America in 2018, courageously called for better tools in addressing the sexual abuse of adults in the Church, the abuse of clerical authority, and accountability for bishops. Susan Mulheron, Seminar, \textit{Canonical Considerations in Response to Scandal in the Church}, 80 \textit{Canon L. Soc’y Am. Proc.}, 297,
This Comment attempts to begin that conversation by comparing public access in criminal trials under U.S. law and canon law and by examining whether canon law can successfully incorporate any elements of U.S. law. This Comment has four parts. Because the reader is likely unfamiliar with canon law, Part I provides a broad overview of canon law and the canonical penal system. Part II examines public access to criminal trials in the United States. Part III examines secrecy in criminal trials in canon law. Part IV addresses obstacles to incorporating elements of American criminal law into canon law and suggests that a starting point would be a recognition that fundamental values found in U.S. criminal law are values inherent in good governance. Part IV concludes by providing three concrete proposals for greater public access, which would uphold the fundamental values of good governance articulated in U.S. law and further the express purposes of criminal trials in canon law.

I. OVERVIEW OF CANON LAW

Canon law is the legal system of the Catholic Church throughout the world. Although it resembles the Anglo-American common law system, it differs in significant ways. Section A introduces the canonical legal system and provides an explanation of its sources, purpose, and jurisdiction. Section B explains the Church’s penal law, canonical crimes, and the penalties utilized in canon law. Section C provides a bird’s-eye view of criminal processes in canon law.

A. An Introduction to Canon Law

As a legal system, canon law predates the United States’ founding by over fifteen hundred years and remains in force today. For most of that time, it existed as a collection of norms, provisions, precepts, and anathemas. Currently, it is a codified legal system that orders the internal governance of the Catholic Church and its members.

1. A BRIEF HISTORY OF CANON LAW

Although it is impossible here to scratch the surface of canon law’s rich and varied history, a brief overview will help orient the reader. The history of canon law spans two millennia, beginning with the commands of Jesus of Nazareth, running through the decrees of Gratian, and continuing to the present day with Pope Francis’s recent changes to

---

314 (2018). However, although Mulheron acknowledges the “sad reality” that previously-proposed solutions have gone unheard, she stops short of providing concrete solutions. Id. at 317–18.
ecclesiastical legislation. Jesus unabashedly provided his followers with norms for an upright life, even at times contrasting his own laws with those in the Hebrew Scriptures. Already in the first century, the Church had numerous laws regarding sacred ministers, widows, the responsibilities of a Christian spouse to his or her non-believing spouse, community meals, and circumcision, all of which appear in the Christian Scriptures. After the Edict of Milan in the fourth century, Christians in the Roman Empire were allowed to openly practice their faith without fear of persecution, and a more complex organization of ecclesiastical laws developed through the promulgation of norms by local synods, ecumenical councils, and popes. During the medieval period, jurists systematized these laws; most notable among these collections were Gratian’s Decrees compiled in the twelfth century and the thirteenth century Decretals of Gregory IX. The collection of laws and norms grew with each pope and ecumenical council. Over time, this growing body of law became cumbersome, and during the codification movement in Europe in the early twentieth century, the Catholic Church codified its own law. For the first time in its history, the Church had a code of laws, commonly referred to as the “1917 Code” on account of its year of promulgation. In 1983, Pope John Paul II promulgated a full revision of the Code, abrogating the prior Code. The 1983 Code is the current general law of the Catholic Church, but it has been updated and revised by recent popes.

18. For example, in Matthew’s Gospel, Jesus says, “You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall love your neighbor and hate your enemy.’ But I say to you, love your enemies and pray for those who persecute you.” Matthew 5:43–44 (Revised Standard). After delivering the Sermon on the Mount, the crowds who heard these words were shocked by his teaching because of the law-giving authority he claimed for himself. Matthew 7:28–29 (Revised Standard).
21. Id. at 10–11.
22. Coughlin, supra note 17, at 35.
23. Canon 6 of the new Code expressly provided for the abrogation of the 1917 Code, among other laws that may have remained in effect. 1983 Code c.6, § 1, 1°. In 1990, a code of canons was promulgated for the Eastern Churches sui iuris, which are smaller groups of Catholics who belong to the Catholic Church. For simplicity’s sake, this Comment compares only the 1983 Code of Canon Law to U.S. law because it binds Latin, or Western, Catholics.
24. See, e.g., John Paul II, Apostolic Letter Motu Proprio Ad Tuendam Fidem by Which Certain Norms are Inserted into the Code of Canon Law and the Code of Canons of the Eastern Churches (1998); Benedict XVI, Apostolic Letter Motu Proprio Omnium in Mentem on Several Amendments to the Code of Canon Law (2009); Francis, Apostolic Letter Motu Proprio Mitis Iudex Dominus Iesus by
2. CANON LAW AS A LEGAL SYSTEM

Like any legal system, the purpose of canon law is to create order in society. Specifically, its purpose is to order the ecclesial society so that the organic development of charity, grace, and faith in the Church and in individual members is more easily accomplished.25 Because it attempts to put the Church’s theological doctrine into practice, canon law acts as “a bridge between immutable theological truths and practical action.”26 Canon law is based on three primary sources: (1) the divine law that can be known by reason alone, called the natural moral law; (2) the divine law that is revealed by God and known through faith; and (3) human law, sometimes called merely ecclesiastical law.27 The first two sources act like the Constitution of the United States in the sense that no individual canonical norm could ever contradict the natural moral law or doctrines of the faith and would be invalid to the extent that it is contrary to those sources. However, merely ecclesiastical law gives canon law its positive character because these norms are of human origin and can be changed without any harm to immutable theological doctrines.28 Because the divine law does not expressly resolve every conflict, the Church sought to “formulate, develop, interpret, and apply the divine law, taking the particular circumstances into account” in creating its own legal system.29

Because of canon law’s human aspect, it resembles the American legal system but is still different in many fundamental ways. For example, the 1983 Code distinguishes three familiar powers of governance: legislative, executive, and judicial.30 However, that distinction of governing powers in canon law does not mean the separation of powers.31 Unlike the American legal system’s separation of governmental powers, canon law concentrates all three powers of governance largely in the hands of the pope and the bishops.32 Moreover, canon law is not a common law

---

27. See Martín de Agar, supra note 20, at 23–28; Daniel, supra note 14, at 40.
28. Coughlin, supra note 17, at 185. For example, canon 401 requires a diocesan bishop to submit his letter of resignation to the pope on the bishop’s seventy-fifth birthday. 1983 Code c.401, § 1. An analogous distinction is implicit in the criminal law’s notions of malum in se and malum prohibitum. Compare Malum In Se, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (9th ed. 2009), with Malum Prohibitum, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (9th ed. 2009).
29. Martín de Agar, supra note 20, at 7.
31. Martín de Agar, supra note 20, at 70.
32. 1983 Code c.331, (describing the pope’s power as “supreme, full, immediate, and universal”); id. c.391, § 2 (entrusting legislative, executive, and judicial
system, meaning in practice that the decisions of its tribunals do not contain precedential value.\textsuperscript{33} Rather, it is a legal system in which the judge applies the law to each conflict that arises and does not necessarily worry about “its implications for the development of the law.”\textsuperscript{34} Lastly, jurisdiction and membership in canon law differ greatly from U.S. law. Canon law claims jurisdiction over a society that transcends national boundaries, including approximately one billion people in nearly three thousand dioceses.\textsuperscript{35} One obtains membership in the Catholic Church by baptism or reception,\textsuperscript{36} and merely ecclesiastical laws generally only bind Catholics who have reached seven years of age and possess the sufficient use of reason.\textsuperscript{37} Because the Catholic Church is a voluntary society, canon law binds only those wishing to participate in ecclesial life. This fact has far-reaching effects on the Church’s criminal law and its application.

\textbf{B. Criminal Law in the Catholic Church}

Like any legal system, canon law includes some means to persuade its members to obey its norms. However, unlike many legal systems, canon law does not create or employ law enforcement officers to impose the kinds of penalties one would expect from the state. Rather, when a Catholic commits a canonical crime, the only penalty that can be enforced is the deprivation of some ecclesial good, as opposed, for example, to the deprivation of one’s liberty.

\textbf{1. THE CHURCH’S COERCIVE POWER}

The Church claims the “innate and proper right to coerce offending members” with penalties.\textsuperscript{38} The Church’s history of imposing penalties is very complex due to the unique relation of church and state in the past. At times the Church called upon secular powers to enforce its own discipline, and at times the Church’s own authorities implemented distinctly civil

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{33} 1983 CODE c.16, § 3; COUGHLIN, supra note 17, at 189.
  \item \textsuperscript{34} COUGHLIN, supra note 17, at 189.
  \item \textsuperscript{36} See 1983 CODE cc.11, 96. Reception into the Catholic Church is a juridic act that incorporates someone who was baptized in a non-Catholic church or ecclesial community (e.g., if someone baptized in the Lutheran faith later wanted to convert, that person would not be rebaptized but would be received into the Catholic Church through a rite of reception).
  \item \textsuperscript{37} 1983 CODE c.11.
  \item \textsuperscript{38} 1983 CODE c.1311.
\end{itemize}
discipline. Because such proximate church-state relations are relics of a bygone era, the Church has now structured its criminal law primarily according to theological considerations. The threefold purpose of the Church’s current penal system is to repair scandal, to restore justice, and to reform the offender. Furthermore, because the Church does not stop anyone from leaving it, does not force anyone to remain in it, and lacks anything akin to a police force, the norms of canon law have force only to the extent that a person wishes to participate in the life of the Church and exercise the rights, obligations, and privileges of the ecclesial society.

2. CRIMES IN CANON LAW

A criminal offense in canon law is called a “delict.” A delict is “an external and morally imputable violation of a law to which a canonical sanction . . . is attached.” Although one may be tempted to equate the notion of “sin” with “delict,” these concepts are not identical. While Catholic theology would hold both to be immoral, not every sin is a delict because there are many actions that are sins according to Catholic doctrine but that the 1983 Code does not penalize. For example, Catholic theology considers adultery to be a sin, but it is not a delict in canon law. Delicts are those specific external actions for which the legislator has decided to attach a penalty. Some delicts can be committed by anyone in the Church: heresy, desecration of the Eucharist, physical violence against the pope, profanation of a sacred object, and simony, for example. However, many delicts can be committed only by clerics: illegitimate consecration of a bishop, sexual solicitation of a penitent in the context of confession, and

40. Id.
41. 1983 CODE c.1341. See also discussion infra Section IV.A.2.
43. COUGHLIN, supra note 17, at 52.
44. 1917 Code c.2195, § 1, translated in EDWARD N. PETERS, THE 1917 PIO-BENEDICTINE CODE OF CANON LAW: IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION WITH EXTENSIVE SCHOLARLY APPARATUS 695 (2001); see also De Paolis, supra note 42, at 153 (explaining that although the 1983 Code no longer defines the term, the 1917 Code’s definition is still applicable).
47. To commit a delict, some observable, external action must occur. Thus, a greedy thought could not be a delict.
48. 1983 Code c.1364, § 1; id. cc.1367, 1374, 1376, 1380; id. c.1370, § 1.
sexual abuse of a minor, for example.\textsuperscript{49} In short, a delict is simply a crime in canon law.

3. PENALTIES IN CANON LAW

In canon law, a penalty is a privation of some ecclesiastical good, whether temporal or spiritual.\textsuperscript{50} Although the 1983 Code does not provide a definition, the 1917 Code defined a penalty as “the privation of some good [and is] inflicted by the legitimate authority for the correction of a delinquent or the punishment of a delict.”\textsuperscript{51} Penalties include, for example, denial of access to the sacraments or removal from some office in the Church (e.g., pastor, chancellor, etc.).\textsuperscript{52} In general, there are two types of canonical penalties: censures and expiatory penalties.\textsuperscript{53} Censures are medicinal penalties whose goal is to bring about awareness of wrongdoing in the heart of the offender and to reconcile that person with the community.\textsuperscript{54} If the offender repents and is willing to make suitable reparations, the censure must be lifted.\textsuperscript{55} Contrary to popular misconception, excommunication is an example of a medicinal penalty, and consequently (1) excommunication does not remove an offender altogether from the Church but merely penalizes the offender, and (2) the excommunication must be lifted when the offender repents.\textsuperscript{56} Expiatory penalties, on the other hand, do not seek primarily to reform the offender but rather seek to restore order in the community, repair scandal, and deter others from violating canon law.\textsuperscript{57} Unlike censures, expiatory penalties are generally not remitted when the offender repents.\textsuperscript{58} Examples of expiatory penalties include privation from an office and dismissal from the clerical state,\textsuperscript{59} popularly called “laicization.”\textsuperscript{60} Inadvertence, invincible ignorance, error, necessity, fear, and threat of violence are absolute defenses to penalties, whether medicinal or expiatory, and penalties may

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{49} 1983 CODE c.c.1382, 1387; \textit{id.} c.1395, § 2.
\item \textsuperscript{50} MARTÍN DE ÁGAR, supra note 20, at 257.
\item \textsuperscript{51} 1917 CODE c.2215, \textit{translated in} EDWARD N. PETERS, THE 1917 PIO-BENEDICTINE CODE OF CANON LAW: IN ENGLISH TRANSLATION WITH EXTENSIVE SCHOLARLY APPARATUS 702 (2001).
\item \textsuperscript{52} De Paolis, supra note 42, at 156; \textit{e.g.}, 1983 CODE c.1331, § 1, 2°; \textit{id.} c.1336, § 1, 2°.
\item \textsuperscript{53} See De Paolis, supra note 42, at 157.
\item \textsuperscript{54} See \textit{id.}; accord Green, supra note 39, at 1530.
\item \textsuperscript{55} 1983 CODE c.1358, § 1.
\item \textsuperscript{56} 1983 CODE c.1331.
\item \textsuperscript{57} Green, supra note 39, at 1530.
\item \textsuperscript{58} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{59} 1983 CODE c.1336, § 1, 2–5°.
\item \textsuperscript{60} See Ira C. Lupu & Robert W. Tuttle, \textit{Sexual Misconduct and Ecclesiastical Immunity}, 2004 BYU L. REV. 1789, 1833 n.166.
\end{itemize}
not be imposed on anyone without the use of reason or under sixteen years of age. 61 Although in theory most Catholics are subject to penalties for the commission of a delict, in practice penalties are generally imposed only upon clerics and other leaders in the Church. 62

C. Criminal Trials in Canon Law

In canon law, trials—also called processes—are used to pursue or vindicate rights, to declare juridic facts, and to impose penalties for delicts. 63 Criminal trials, commonly called “penal processes,” are used to determine whether a delict has been committed and, if so, whether to impose a penalty. 64 There are two types of penal process: the judicial penal process and the extrajudicial penal process. The judicial penal process is the preferred and ordinary trial used by the Catholic Church to determine juridic facts and contains many of the basic elements of a trial in any legal system. The extrajudicial penal process is an abbreviated criminal trial that can be used only for a just cause. However, before either of these trials is used, typically the bishop orders a preliminary investigation, which first gathers more information about the alleged delict.

1. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION

The enforcement of the Church’s penal law typically begins with the preliminary investigation. 65 When a bishop receives notice of the commission of a delict that has at least a semblance of truth, he is to initiate an investigation—conducted by a person appointed by the bishop for this task—to gather more facts about the alleged offense. 66 The preliminary investigation normally involves interviews and the collection of

62. Green, supra note 39, at 1530.
64. JOHN A. RENKEN, THE PENAL LAW OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH: COMMENTARY ON CANONS 1311–1399 AND 1717–1731 AND OTHER SOURCES OF PENAL LAW 385 (2015). The 1983 Code of Canon Law uses the term processus poenalis or “penal process” to refer to a criminal trial in canon law. See id. 385 n.1. This Comment will use the terms interchangeably.
65. Technically, the preliminary investigation is not a part of the penal process itself but a preparatory step, which may precede either of the two types of penal processes. Thomas J. Green, The Penal Process [cc. 1717–1731], in NEW COMMENTARY ON THE CODE OF CANON LAW 1806, 1807 (John P. Beal, James A. Coriden & Thomas J. Green eds., 2000).
66. 1983 Code c.1717, § 1. This canon provides that the “ordinary” holds the executive power necessary to begin a preliminary investigation. Id. The title of “ordinary” is much broader than just bishops; it includes apostolic administrators, vicars general, episcopal vicars, and major superiors of clerical religious institutes of pontifical right. 1983 Code c.134, § 1. This Comment focuses solely on diocesan bishops.
documentary evidence. Once sufficient evidence is collected, the bishop must answer three questions in the form of a decree: (1) whether a penal process can be initiated; (2) whether a penal process should be initiated; and (3) what type of penal process should be used. The first question turns on whether the offender is subject to the criminal law of the Church and whether the statute of limitations has already run. The second question requires the bishop to consider whether imposing a penalty will foster the threefold purpose of penalties in the Church. The third question depends on the nature of the delict, the evidence available, and other circumstances. While the decision of the bishop in the preliminary investigation can be challenged through administrative recourse to the relevant dicastery in Rome, the bishop’s discretion is substantial. If the preliminary investigation puts the basic facts of the case largely beyond dispute or the offender confesses, then an extrajudicial penal process may be more suitable, as it does not involve many of the truth-sifting elements of a full judicial penal process, as explained below.

2. EXTRAJUDICIAL PENAL PROCESS

The extrajudicial penal process, often called the administrative penal process, proceeds in three simple steps. First, the bishop informs the accused of the allegation and the evidence, and the bishop allows the accused to provide a defense. Second, the bishop meets with two assessors—typically canon lawyers—to evaluate the evidence. Third, the bishop issues a written decree determining whether the delict is proven, what penalty is given, and the reasons for his decision. In providing the supporting reasons for the decision, the bishop should concisely explain the relevant penal law and the pertinent facts that led him to apply the specific penalty. Although the accused can seek administrative recourse against the bishop’s decision, the bishop’s discretion is remains

67. See 1983 Code c.1717, § 3.
69. For graver delicts, however, the statute of limitations, called prescription in canon law, can be dispensed by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, allowing offenders to be punished decades after the commission of the delict. Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, Normae de graviobis delictis, art. 7 (2010).
70. See supra note 41 and accompanying text.
71. See infra Section III.A.
73. Green, supra note 65, at 1810.
76. 1983 Code c.1720, 3°; see also id. cc.1342–50 (referenced in c.1720, 3°).
77. Green, supra note 65, at 1811.
substantial. The extrajudicial penal process does not contain many elements typically associated with trials (e.g., witness testimony, oral arguments, etc.) that assist in the factfinding process. Consequently, canon law favors a full judicial process over an extrajudicial one and prevents the imposition of more serious, perpetual penalties (e.g., dismissal from the clerical state) by an extrajudicial process because it lacks many legal protections contained in the judicial penal process. However, it is the bishop alone who decides which process to use.

3. JUDICIAL PENAL PROCESS

The judicial penal process is the ordinary criminal trial in canon law and unfolds in six steps, which are roughly similar to the basic elements of a criminal trial in the United States. First, the promoter of justice, acting as the prosecutor at the bishop’s mandate, presents a *libellus* (petition) of accusation to the judge based on information gathered in the preliminary investigation. Second, the judge cites the accused to trial, notifying the accused of the trial and attaching the *libellus* of accusation. Third, the judge hears the promoter of justice and the accused regarding the *contestatio litis* (joinder of the issue), which defines the case’s central question. In penal trials, the joinder of the issue may be phrased as follows: whether the accused is guilty of X delict and, if so, whether the accused is to be punished with Y penalty. Fourth, the judge gathers evidence, either in the form of documents or depositions. Fifth, the accused and the promoter of justice have the opportunity to present concluding arguments. Sixth, the judges in the case—typically, there are at least three—meet to discuss the proofs in the case and vote to determine whether the delict has been proven and, if so, what penalty to impose. Because this is a judicial process, appeal is made to the appellate tribunal.
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However, many elements of the judicial penal process differ from those of a criminal trial in the United States. First, and perhaps most notably, the trial is conducted almost entirely through written documents, and the parties of the canonical trial rarely are present at the same time. The judges convey the decision to the parties through a written definitive sentence sent in the mail. Likewise, the parties typically make written, not oral, concluding arguments. Although the judge deposes witnesses in person, the law prohibits the accused from being present, and witness testimony is recorded. Because the accused is not present during the deposition of witnesses, the judge allows the accused to view evidence only after it has been collected, which is accomplished via inspection of the evidence at the tribunal offices, though the judge can give a copy to the accused’s advocate. There is no right to directly cross-examine or to confront the alleged victim face-to-face.

Unlike criminal trials in U.S. law, the judicial penal process is inquisitorial, not adversarial. In the canonical process, the judge alone poses all questions to the witness. There is no examination or cross-examination by advocates. While the promoter of justice and the advocate of the accused have the right to propose questions to the judge, only the judge questions the deponent. Thus, the very structure of the criminal trial in canon law lends itself toward greater secrecy as opposed to the inherent openness and publicity of criminal trials in the United States.

II. PUBLIC ACCESS TO CRIMINAL TRIALS IN THE UNITED STATES

The Constitution ensures the public nature of criminal trials in the United States. The Sixth Amendment expressly provides the criminal defendant a qualified right to a public trial. The First Amendment implicitly provides the public a qualified right of access to criminal trials. The Sixth Amendment right is given to the defendant in a criminal trial,
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and the First Amendment right is given to the public in a criminal trial. Because this Comment focuses on the right of public access and not the rights of defendants, the Sixth Amendment will only be briefly outlined.\(^{100}\) This Part explains the tests the U.S. Supreme Court applies in determining whether a closure order is justified and the values protected by these constitutional rights. Section A briefly outlines a defendant’s Sixth Amendment rights. Section B analyzes the First Amendment right of public access recognized by the Court and discusses the open question surrounding the right of public access to judicial documents. Section C discusses the values promoted by public access to criminal trials.

### A. The Sixth Amendment Right of the Defendant to a Public Trial

The Sixth Amendment provides that “[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and public trial.”\(^{101}\) This constitutional right has its roots in the English common law system, though its exact origin is unknown.\(^{102}\) Interestingly, especially for the purposes of this Comment, the Anglo-American distrust of secrecy in criminal trials may have arisen, at least in part, from an aversion to the practices of the Spanish Inquisition.\(^{103}\) The seminal case upholding a defendant’s right to a public trial is \textit{In re Oliver},\(^{104}\) In \textit{Oliver}, the U.S. Supreme Court, citing the history of this constitutional protection and the important values it protects, held that a one-man grand-jury investigation that became a secret trial violated Oliver’s Sixth Amendment right.\(^{105}\) Later, in \textit{Waller v. Georgia},\(^{106}\) the Court extended the Sixth Amendment right beyond criminal trials to include suppression hearings.\(^{107}\) And in \textit{Presley v. Georgia},\(^{108}\) the Court extended the Sixth Amendment right even further to include the questioning of prospective jurors in voir dire.\(^{109}\)
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B. The First Amendment Right of Public Access to Criminal Trials

Although the Sixth Amendment right is explicitly provided in the text of the amendment itself, the First Amendment right of public access to criminal trials is not. The First Amendment provides in full that “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” 110 The text says nothing at all about trials. Nevertheless, despite the absence of an explicit constitutional authorization, the Supreme Court has found an implied First Amendment right to public access to criminal trials. In the landmark case of Richmond Newspapers, Inc. v. Virginia, 111 the Court recognized this First Amendment right. 112 Later decisions developed a “pretest” to determine whether this right attached to a particular type of trial or hearing and developed a four-part test to determine whether a closure order was justified. 113 However, there remains an open question regarding public access to judicial documents, and lower courts have split on the issue. 114

1. THE NEW-OLD RIGHT OF PUBLIC ACCESS

In 1980, the Supreme Court first recognized a First Amendment right of public access to criminal trials in a 7-1 plurality decision. 115 In Richmond, the defendant was on trial for a fourth time after a previous juror caused a mistrial by reading about the defendant’s case in the newspaper. 116 Before the fourth trial began, defense counsel asked that the trial be closed to the public; with the prosecution making no objection, the trial court ordered the closure. 117 However, the newspaper brought a First Amendment claim against the closure order all the way to the Supreme Court, which acknowledged it as a case of first impression. 118 In the plurality opinion written by Chief Justice Burger, the Court began its analysis with a lengthy history lesson. It noted that free public access to trials “appears to have been the rule in England from time immemorial,” 119 observed that public access was a stable feature of criminal trials in the
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early American colonies, and concluded that public access is “an indispensable attribute of the Anglo-American trial.” After taking stock of the many values protected by public access—which are discussed below—the Court determined that “a presumption of openness inheres in the very nature of a criminal trial under our system of justice” and held that the right to attend criminal trials is “implicit in the guarantees of the First Amendment” on account of its protection of the other named freedoms (e.g., speech and press).

2. PRETEST TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE RIGHT ATTACHES

Having recognized a First Amendment right of public access to criminal trials, the Court almost immediately had to decide to which parts of the criminal trial this right attached. Consequently, the Court developed the “experience and logic” pretest, sometimes called the “history and function” pretest, to answer this question. Although a discerning reader can find this test in Richmond Newspapers, the Court never explicitly identified it as such until its decision in Globe Newspaper Co. v. Superior Court, in which the Court stated that “the institutional value of the open criminal trial is recognized in both logic and experience.” The test was later given greater clarity and specificity in Press-Enterprise Co. v. Superior Court (Press-Enterprise II). In Press-Enterprise II, the Court clarified that it analyzes (1) “whether the place and process have historically been open to the press and general public”; and (2) “whether public access plays a significant positive role in the functioning of the particular process in question.” In other words, the Court determines whether the hearing in question has historically been open to the public and whether that openness is reasonable and furthers certain values in the American legal system. Because the Court has never confronted a situation in which only one prong has been meet, it remains an open question as to whether or not the right of public access attaches only when both prongs are met or whether only one would suffice.

In addition to finding that criminal trials meet the pretest, the Court has held that the right of public access also attaches to voir dire and to probable cause hearings. In Press-Enterprise Co. v. Superior Court
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(Press-Enterprise I), the Court held that the right attaches to voir dire. In Press-Enterprise I, the defendant was charged with the rape and murder of a teenage girl. Before voir dire, Press-Enterprise moved that voir dire be open to the public and the press; but the State was opposed, arguing that given the sensitive nature of the case, if voir dire were open, the prospective jurors “would lack the candor necessary to assure a fair trial.” The trial court allowed the press to attend the “general voir dire,” which lasted six weeks, but the trial court allowed counsel to conduct a portion of voir dire—three days in total—in private. Afterwards, the newspaper requested that the court release a complete transcript, but the trial court denied the motion because “some personal problems were discussed which could be somewhat sensitive.” After the defendant was convicted and sentenced to death, the newspaper again applied for release of the voir dire transcript, but the judge again denied, explaining that the jurors had been questioned in private regarding their own past experiences, which should not be made public. Press-Enterprise appealed to the California Court of Appeals and then to the California Supreme Court, which both denied the newspaper’s request. However, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed the lower court decisions, finding evidence of public jury selection as early as the Norman Conquest and upholding the value of such public hearings. The Court acknowledged the competing interests in the case, namely the right of the defendant to a fair trial and the right of privacy of prospective jurors, but it held that the right of public access attaches to voir dire and that a total suppression of the transcript violated the newspaper’s First Amendment rights. In other words, the Court held that the right of public access trumped any privacy rights the prospective jurors might have in being questioned about their own past trauma.

In Press-Enterprise II, the Court recognized the First Amendment right of public access to probable cause hearings. In that case, the defendant was charged with twelve counts of murder for administering lethal doses of lidocaine while working as a nurse. The defendant moved to exclude the public from the probable cause hearing to protect his right to a fair and impartial trial, and the magistrate ordered the closure because
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of the case’s national publicity and fear that the media might report only one side of the story. At the conclusion of the probable cause hearing, Press-Enterprise asked that the transcript be released, but the magistrate refused and sealed the record. On appeal, the California Supreme Court held that there is no First Amendment right of access to preliminary hearings. However, the U.S. Supreme Court applied the pretest, found that both prongs were satisfied, and held that the First Amendment right of public access applies to at least some preliminary hearings, such as probable cause hearings. The Court noted that if the magistrate in a probable cause hearing determines that probable cause exists, such a finding leads to a guilty plea in a majority of cases, and consequently the probable cause hearing “is often the final and most important step in the criminal proceeding.”

In summary, the U.S. Supreme Court, having applied the experience and logic pretest, has found that the First Amendment right of public access attaches to criminal trials, voir dire, and even probable cause hearings. However, this is not the end of the analysis, for the Court next considers whether a specific closure order is justified in light of the particular facts of the case. In order to make that determination, the Court applies a four-part, strict scrutiny test.

3. FOUR-PART TEST TO DETERMINE WHETHER CLOSURE IS JUSTIFIED

Having found that a First Amendment right of public access attaches to a trial or hearing, the Court next employs a four-part, strict scrutiny test on a case-by-case basis in order to determine whether the presumption of openness is overcome by a compelling interest. The presumption of openness is overcome when (1) there is an overriding interest (e.g., right to a fair trial) that closure will preserve; (2) the closure is narrowly tailored to serve that interest; (3) the court has considered reasonable alternatives; and (4) the court has articulated specific findings in order to facilitate appellate review. This four-part test was formulated by the Court in Globe Newspaper and further developed in Press-Enterprise I.

In Globe Newspaper, the defendant was charged with the forcible rape of three girls who were still minors at the time of the trial. The
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newspaper attempted to gain access to the rape trial, but the judge closed the courtroom, relying on a Massachusetts statute that mandated closure for specified sexual offenses during the testimony of a victim under eighteen years of age.\textsuperscript{149} On appeal, the State stressed that the statute furthered important state interests in protecting minor victims of sex crimes from further trauma and embarrassment and in encouraging such victims to testify.\textsuperscript{150} The U.S. Supreme Court, while acknowledging the importance of these interests, nevertheless held that they did not justify a mandatory closure order.\textsuperscript{151} As to the interest in protecting the victims from further trauma, the Court held that the trial court ought to determine this on a case-by-case basis, weighing such factors as age, maturity, and nature of the crime.\textsuperscript{152} As to the interest in encouraging victims to come forward, the Court found the claim to be “open to serious question as a matter of logic and common sense,” for the press will still have access to the transcript and cannot be prevented from publicizing the substance of the victim’s testimony or their identity.\textsuperscript{153} Therefore, the Court found that the Massachusetts statute failed the first and second elements of the four-part test.\textsuperscript{154}

In \textit{Press-Enterprise I}, in which the press was excluded from voir dire in order to protect the privacy of potential jurors, the Court held that the closure order failed the third and fourth elements of the test inasmuch as the trial court failed to consider reasonable alternatives and failed to articulate findings “with the requisite specificity.”\textsuperscript{155} Thus, if the Court has found that the First Amendment right of public access attaches, then it will apply a four-part test to determine whether the presumption of openness is overcome in a specific case. Only when all four elements of that test are met is the closure order justified.

4. OPEN QUESTION REGARDING JUDICIAL DOCUMENTS

Although the Court has provided a clear pretest to determine whether the First Amendment right of public access attaches to a proceeding and a clear four-part test to determine on a case-by-case basis whether a closure order is justified, there remains some confusion as to whether the right of public access attaches to judicial documents related to proceedings, such as search warrants and plea agreements.\textsuperscript{156} The confusion has stemmed in
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part from the Court’s decision in *Press-Enterprise II*, which “jumped between the hearing itself and the hearing transcript” when applying the pretest.\(^{157}\) Lower courts have adopted three different approaches.\(^{158}\) The first approach applies a relaxed closure test, holding access to documents as a common-law right rather than a constitutional one.\(^ {159}\) A second approach applies the pretest to the proceeding and holds that if the right attaches to the proceeding, then it attaches to the document in question.\(^ {160}\) The third approach applies the pretest directly to the document to determine whether the right attaches.\(^ {161}\) Therefore, even though the Court’s public access doctrine is clear regarding access to the courtroom itself, whether this right attaches to certain judicial documents related to proceedings is still uncertain.

**C. Values Protected by Public Access to Criminal Trials**

The Sixth Amendment right of a defendant to a public trial and the First Amendment right of public access to criminal trials protect four values in the American legal system: (1) improved factfinding; (2) legal education of the public; (3) community catharsis and prevention of vengeance; and (4) confidence in the judicial system. The Court has not expressly organized these values into a definitive list, but they are dominant themes found in the Court’s reasoning. Although a system of public trials is not a panacea and will not root out all problems, it has some distinct advantages that a system of secrecy lacks. Because of the stark contrast between the presumption of openness found in the Anglo-American legal system and the fundamental secrecy that characterizes canon law, it is worthwhile to examine each of these values in order to better understand the underlying motivations for public access and compare these values with those undergirding the canonical legal system.

**1. FACTFINDING: KEY WITNESSES AND HONEST WITNESSES**

Public criminal trials aid the court in its factfinding duty by assisting in finding key witnesses and in ensuring honesty. Although the fact of a public trial alone cannot ensure that the key witnesses will make themselves known to the court, publicity at least provides some aid in delivering key witnesses who may have been unknown to the principal
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parties and who may voluntarily come forward. Secondly, public access to a criminal trial allows for public scrutiny, which helps ensure the truthfulness of witness testimony. A witness who may be willing to commit perjury in a secret trial will be less likely to do so in a public trial, where the testimony may be tested and challenged. Public access to criminal trials accomplishes both aspects of factfinding inasmuch as it “enhances the quality and safeguards the integrity of the factfinding process.”

2. LEGAL EDUCATION OF THE PUBLIC

Public access to criminal trials also provides a free education to the public concerning civic issues (e.g., the mechanics of the judiciary) and also fundamental principles of equity (e.g., the right to a fair trial and the presumption of innocence). This “educative effect” benefits all members of society. This education is available to those who are physically present in the courtroom, as well as the broader public on account of the media’s right of public access. The Court in Richmond recognized the growing importance of media presence because citizens increasingly acquire knowledge through the media.

3. COMMUNITY CATHARSIS AND PREVENTION OF VENGEANCE

Public access to criminal trials allows the community harmed by the offense to experience a catharsis that prevents vigilante vengeance. A criminal offense creates an “imbalance” in society, causing a loss of a feeling of security and a desire to punish. The community experiences a “fundamental, natural yearning to see justice done.” When the crime
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is especially violent or heinous, citizens understandably feel anger, outrage, and rancor, but these emotions are relieved when the public sees the criminal justice system working to restore justice and hold offenders accountable.\textsuperscript{170} This “therapeutic value” of public trials provides a “community catharsis” that cannot be accomplished by secret trials.\textsuperscript{171} Consequently, public criminal trials provide a suitable “outlet” and serve an important preventative purpose.\textsuperscript{172} Without catharsis, bitterness may turn into vengeance, and either the victim or members of the community may resort to “some form of vengeful ‘self-help.’”\textsuperscript{173} Public access to criminal trials prevents further violence by providing a safety valve for the natural feelings of anger and hostility.

4. CONFIDENCE IN THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM

Lastly, public criminal trials bolster confidence in the judicial system in two ways. First, they serve as a check on the elected officials in that system, preventing the abuse of power or the use of the system as an instrument of persecution. Second, by allowing citizens to witness the criminal justice system in action, public trials allow society to trust that justice is being administered. “[C]ontemporaneous review” is a necessary check on the possible corruption of the judicial system.\textsuperscript{174} It is a means of ensuring that government actors, namely judges and prosecutors, carry out their duties responsibly.\textsuperscript{175} Is it not enough, though, that there are other checks in the system, such as the ability to appeal? The Court in \textit{Oliver} replied that without public access, “all other checks are insufficient: in comparison of publicity, all other checks are of small account. Recodation, appeal, whatever other institutions might present themselves in the character of checks, would be found to operate rather as cloaks than checks; as cloaks in reality, as checks only in appearance.”\textsuperscript{176}

Furthermore, the right of public access maintains public confidence in and respect for the judicial system. The Court has recognized that whereas “[c]losed trials breed suspicion of prejudice and arbitrariness, which in turn spawns disrespect for the law,” public access fosters trust.\textsuperscript{177} This is not to say that public access will ensure the correct outcome in every case. The U.S. Supreme Court has noted that while “[p]eople in an
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open society do not demand infallibility from their institutions . . . it is difficult for them to accept what they are prohibited from observing.” 178

Does this mean only those citizens who actually sit and watch criminal trials have greater confidence and trust in the judicial system? No. The very fact that the trial is open to the public and that anyone is able to attend provides a general confidence that procedural and substantive justice will be administered and that “deviations will become known.” 179

III. SECURITY IN CRIMINAL TRIALS IN CANON LAW

Unlike the American legal system, which ensures the publicity of criminal trials through constitutional amendments, the canonical system contains no such provisions. Although citizens of the ecclesiastical society have the canonical right to vindicate and defend their rights in the Church’s tribunals and the right to be judged with equity, canon law provides neither a right to a public trial nor the right of public access to trials. 180

Whereas there is a presumption of openness to criminal trials to the public in U.S. law, there is a presumption of secrecy in canon law. This secrecy, which pervades the various steps and types of trials in canon law, is the subject of this Part. 181 Section A examines secrecy in the preliminary investigation. Sections B and C discuss secrecy in extrajudicial processes and judicial processes respectively. Section D highlights recent developments in the Church, which, although helpful, accomplish far less than they appear to at first glance.

A. Secrecy in the Preliminary Investigation

The preliminary investigation is conducted in almost total secrecy, with no information given to the public and sometimes little or no information given to the defendant. 182 The purpose of the preliminary investigation is to gather information about the allegation in order to determine whether and what type of penal trial should be used. 183 Because the allegation may be wholly or partially false, the Code expressly
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provides that “[c]are must be taken so that the good name of anyone is not endangered from this investigation.” Commentators suggest this requires that the investigation be conducted “with the greatest degree of secrecy” in order to avoid publicizing the delict and harming the reputation of the accused. Therefore, even as the investigator is interviewing witnesses and possible victims, there is no requirement whatsoever that the public be informed at all, and even the accused may be unaware that a preliminary investigation is underway. There is no express provision in the Code requiring notification of the defendant regarding the investigation. Upon concluding the preliminary investigation, the bishop issues a decree that determines whether to proceed with a penal process and, if so, whether to use an extrajudicial process or a judicial process. If the bishop determines that there is no longer a semblance of truth to the allegation, or if he determines that, although the allegation still seems true, there is no need for trial because the matter can be handled by fraternal correction or “other means of pastoral solicitude,” the case will not proceed to trial at all. Instead, the bishop places the acts of the investigation in the “secret archive of the curia.” If the bishop decides to proceed with some form of trial, then these documents may be used in that trial. However, there is no requirement that the bishop notify the public about the preliminary investigation, either when initiated or when concluded.

**B. Secrecy in the Extrajudicial Process**

The extrajudicial process is conducted in secrecy from the public, but the defendant must be informed of the trial and be given the right of
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defense. The extrajudicial process requires that the bishop notify the accused, inform the accused of the evidence gathered, and provide an opportunity for defense.\textsuperscript{192} Thus, the extrajudicial process is somewhat less secretive than the preliminary investigation, which does not explicitly require notifying the defendant at all. After hearing from the defendant, the bishop then weighs the evidence with two assessors of his choice and issues a decree deciding the question of guilt and assigning a penalty if necessary.\textsuperscript{193} Though the Code never expressly indicates where the proceeding’s documents are kept, a plain reading of canon 489 suggests these documents would be kept in the secret archives.\textsuperscript{194} Although the bishop gives a copy of the final decree to the accused, there is no requirement that the bishop ever notify the public of the final decision. In fact, notably absent from the extrajudicial process is a prosecutor. The entire extrajudicial process could be known only to a handful of persons: the bishop, his two assessors, a notary, and the accused. Consequently, it is possible—and perhaps even likely in practice—that in a situation in which a bishop found that a cleric committed a serious delict and imposed a penalty, neither the victim nor the public would have any knowledge of the process or the penalty.\textsuperscript{195}

\textit{C. Secrecy in the Judicial Process}

Judicial penal processes are conducted with nearly as much secrecy. Like extrajudicial processes, the defendant must be cited and given an opportunity to participate.\textsuperscript{196} However, in judicial penal processes, canon law requires the participation of the promoter of justice,\textsuperscript{197} as well as an advocate for the accused.\textsuperscript{198} This expands the number of persons involved in the trial already beyond what was required in the extrajudicial process. However, judicial penal processes decidedly are still not open to the public. The Code expressly provides that only those persons who are
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\textsuperscript{194} See 1983 \textsc{Code} c.489, §§ 1–2 (providing that “documents of criminal cases in matters of morals” are to be destroyed when the accused dies or ten years after the sentence has been issued but that a brief summary and the definitive sentence are to be retained in the secret archives).
\textsuperscript{195} John P. Beal, \textit{Accountability and Transparency According to Canon and International Law: A Human Rights Perspective}, 109 \textsc{Periodica de Re Canonica} 505, 520 (2020). A penalty may have external ramifications (e.g., sudden transfer from office), but even in this situation, the community may be left wondering whether the transfer was a punishment, promotion, or simply moving the problem from one parish to another.
\textsuperscript{196} 1983 \textsc{Code} c.1728, § 1; \textit{id.} c.1507, § 1.
\textsuperscript{197} 1983 \textsc{Code} c.1430; \textit{id.} c.1481, § 2; \textit{id.} c.1721, § 1.
\textsuperscript{198} 1983 \textsc{Code} c.1723, § 2.
necessary for the process are allowed to be present in court. Furthermore, the judges and tribunal personnel (e.g., the notary, the promoter of justice, etc.) are “bound to observe secrecy,” and the judge can bind witnesses, experts, and even the parties themselves to secrecy. During the examination of witnesses, the defendant has no right to be present, and the judge may exclude the defendant’s advocate if the judge “has decided that the examination must proceed in secret due to the circumstances of the matters and persons.” Regarding the “publication of the acts,” which occurs when all of the evidence (e.g., transcripts of depositions, documents, etc.) is collected, the evidence is “published” only to the defendant. The defendant is not even given a copy of the evidence and is only permitted to inspect the evidence at the tribunal. At this stage of the process, the judge may require that the defendant and the defendant’s advocate take an oath to observe secrecy, and the judge may prevent the defendant from exercising the right to view the evidence if the defendant refuses to take the oath. The concluding arguments ordinarily are conducted in writing and are communicated only to the parties involved. The judges deliberate in secret, and the written conclusions of each individual judge are kept secret. Consequently, when the final decision is made, only the majority opinion is given, and it is impossible for the parties to know how each judge voted. The judges hand a copy of the definitive sentence directly to the defendant or send it via secure means. The public has no right to any information about the final decision, and all the materials related to the judicial penal process are stored in the secret archives. In sum, although the judicial trial may include more persons, those who participate are bound to secrecy, and neither the victim nor the public has any right to be informed of any aspect of the trial or even its final outcome.

D. Recent Developments on the Path Toward Greater Transparency

In the early 2000s, the public became aware of the rampant and heinous sexual abuse of minors by clerics that had occurred over the

199. 1983 CODE c.1470.
200. 1983 CODE c.1455, § 1; id. c.1455, § 3.
201. 1983 CODE c.1559.
203. 1983 CODE c.1598, § 1. However, upon request, the judge can give a copy of the acts to the accused’s advocate. Id.
204. See 1983 CODE c.1455, § 3; id. c.1598, § 1.
205. 1983 CODE c.1602–03, § 1–2; id. c.1603, §1.
207. 1983 CODE cc.1614–15. Typically, this is done through registered mail. See 1983 CODE cc.1509, 1615; Cox, supra note 92, at 1660.
208. See 1983 CODE c.489, § 1.
previous decades. Since then, the Catholic Church has taken many steps toward ensuring the protection of minors but only a few steps toward greater transparency. Three in particular bear relevance: (1) the Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People of the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops; (2) the current practice by dioceses of publishing lists of credibly accused clerics; and (3) the lifting of the pontifical secret for some cases. While each development is helpful on the path toward greater public access, they are all limited to one specific type of delict (i.e., sexual abuse of minors), and none provides public access to penal processes themselves.

In 2002, the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops issued the Charter for the Protection of Children and Young People, sometimes referred to as the “Dallas Charter,” to address the sexual abuse crisis. Among other things, the Charter requires the existence of a confidential consultative review board composed of a majority of laypersons to advise the bishop in his assessment of allegations of sexual abuse of minors. In addition, the Charter requires dioceses to comply with state reporting requirements and cooperate with state officials. Concerning transparency, the Charter provides that dioceses are to be open and transparent in communicating with the public about sexual abuse of minors by clergy within the confines of respect for the privacy and the reputation of the individuals involved. This is especially so with regard to informing parish and other church communities directly affected by sexual abuse of a minor.

Unfortunately, in practice this mandate for greater transparency does not provide greater public access to penal processes. Rather, bishops interpret it merely as a requirement to inform the public when a cleric has been credibly accused of sexual abuse of a minor at the outset of the preliminary investigation or when a cleric has been found guilty of sexual abuse of a minor through a judicial or extrajudicial process. Typically, bishops

211. Id. at 9–10.
212. Id. at 25.
213. Id. at 12.
this announcement occurs at the conclusion of the preliminary investigation, which now in the United States involves the consultation of the aforementioned lay review board. Although these measures are an improvement, two problems remain. First, the Charter does not mandate any transparency during the trial and only requires a modicum of it afterward. Dioceses often rely on curt press releases to provide the bare minimum regarding the outcome of the trial. Second, the Charter only applies when the delict involves the sexual abuse of minors. If some other delict were committed—such as financial malfeasance, sexual solicitation of an adult penitent in the context of confession, the violation of the seal of confession, or even an illicit sexual relationship with a suggestible parishioner under the priest’s pastoral care—no transparency is required. This can be especially damaging when, as often occurs in parishes, news of the delict spreads quickly throughout the community. Or what if a priest commits a delict by giving a hate-filled sermon or by publishing a racist social media post? The harm is obviously public, but because the priest did not abuse a minor, there is no provision of canon law that requires a public action.

In the last ten years, American dioceses have published on their websites lists of clerics who have been credibly accused of sexual abuse of a minor. In some cases, this was a condition of a diocese’s settlement in civil court or a requirement of filing for bankruptcy. However, some dioceses have voluntarily adopted this practice out of social pressure. These lists often name the cleric in question, his date of ordination, the parishes where he served, and his current status (e.g., deceased, dismissed.

215. Id.
218. Canon 1369 provides that it is a delict to gravely injure good morals in a public show or speech, in published writing, or in other instruments of social communication. 1983 CODE c.1369.
from the clerical state, or prohibited from sacred ministry). Notably, bishops seemingly have determined that it is not in conflict with canon law to provide the public, at least in some cases, with notice of an allegation (i.e., a credible accusation of sexual abuse) and notice of a penalty (i.e., dismissal from the clerical state or prohibition from ministry). Although this is an improvement, it nevertheless suffers from all of the shortcomings already mentioned, namely that dioceses have not provided any public access to the trial itself and only publish details about one type of delict.

In December 2019, Pope Francis lifted the pontifical secret for cases involving the sexual abuse of minors and child pornography. The pontifical secret is a type of secrecy that binds cardinals, bishops, legates of the Holy See, those working in the Roman Curia, and those on whom the observance is imposed; the pontifical secret generally pertains to matters handled by the Secretary of State (e.g., the appointment of bishops and cardinals) and investigations into some serious delicts. While violation of the ordinary requirement of secrecy would result in suspension from office, the violation of the pontifical secret results in the more severe punishment of dismissal from office. Previously all cases involving grave delicts (e.g., heresy, attempted ordination of a woman, and sexual abuse of a minor) remained under the pontifical secret. Recently, Pope Francis removed the pontifical secret from cases involving the sexual abuse of minors and child pornography.

---

222. For example, the Archdiocese of Milwaukee has a webpage dedicated to this topic, naming forty-eight priests. *Restricted Priests*, supra note 219.


abuse of minors or child pornography. In that same instruction, Pope Francis also clarified that ordinary confidentiality does not prevent Church officials from fulfilling reporting obligations imposed by civil authorities and that the victim, the person who files the report, and the witnesses are not bound by any obligation of silence. While this is a step in the right direction—one that will hopefully diminish the scourge of sexual abuse of minors and its cover-up—the provisions of this instruction pertain only to a narrow category of delicts and cases. Thus, although the three recent developments toward greater transparency discussed in this Section are helpful, canonical trials still remain under a pall of secrecy.

IV. GREATER PUBLIC ACCESS IN CANON LAW: THREE CONCRETE PROPOSALS

In order to regain trust, expose corruption, and better accomplish the goals of the Church’s penal law, bishops should grant greater public access to penal processes. Over the past twenty years, American Catholics have lost trust in the leaders of the Church, specifically in their ability to administer justice and discipline offenders. Yet canonical scholarship in this same period has focused almost solely on the rights of the accused. There is little discussion of victims’ rights or the public’s ability to know whether justice is being administered. Catholics demand greater transparency from the Church hierarchy, but no recent scholarship has suggested concrete ways in which secular models of transparency could

229. See id.
231. The focus on the rights of the accused was not without merit during this time. The protection of the right of defense and the presumption of innocence are foundational to any legitimate legal system and therefore ought to be vigorously defended at any time. Yet diocesan bishops notoriously violated the rights of many accused priests following the Dallas Charter. See, e.g., Geneive Abdo, Priests’ Rights, Policy at Odds, CHI. TRIB. (Mar. 29, 2004), https://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-xpm-2004-03-29-0403290337-story.html [https://perma.cc/GK3W-6T8E].
232. Beal, supra note 195, at 519–20 (arguing that an almost exclusive focus on priest-perpetrators and bishop-enablers has ignored the victim and the community); see, e.g., Victoria Vondenberger, Balancing Rights: Role of the Promoter of Justice, in TOWARDS FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN PENAL LAW: U.S. THEORY AND PRACTICE 57, 78 (Patricia M. Dugan ed., 2010). Vondenberger casts aside calls for greater transparency about crimes and punishments by stating, “too much transparency can be as harmful as inappropriate secrecy. The Church must avoid trial by media or being manipulated by hostility from so-called victims’ groups which may disguise a modern form of witch hunts.” Id. at 78. While the avoidance of trial by media is a worthwhile objective, Vondenberger never even considers the possible benefits of greater public access or the reasons state courts have adopted greater public access.
be incorporated successfully into canon law. While some larger changes would be helpful—such as providing for greater independence on the part of the promoter of justice in determining whether to bring a penal case or requiring the diocesan bishop to make an express decision on the publicity of an act, a decision that can later be challenged by administrative recourse—these changes would require a change in the Code of Canon Law and could be accomplished only by the pope, who alone has legislative power over all Catholics. Instead, this Part offers three smaller proposals that could be implemented immediately by practitioners of canon law and by diocesan bishops without requiring any changes in the universal law of the Church. Section A begins with an analysis of the two canons that are foundational for any discussion of greater public access to canonical criminal trials. Section B discusses the main obstacles to incorporating elements from the American legal system into the practice of canon law and proposes a solution to those obstacles. Section C concludes with three concrete proposals and an analysis of the ways in which these proposals respect the values of canon law, as well as the values of American law.

A. Fundamental Canons: Canon 220 and Canon 1341

Any discussion regarding greater public access to criminal trials in canon law must take account of the principles set forth in canons 220 and 1341 of the 1983 Code of Canon Law. The former protects the rights to a good reputation and to privacy. The latter provides the threefold purpose of a criminal trial in canon law.

1. The Rights to a Good Reputation and to Privacy (c.220)

Canon 220 of the 1983 Code provides that “[n]o one is permitted to harm illegitimately the good reputation which a person possesses nor to injure the right of any person to protect his or her own privacy.” Although the Code does not define privacy, commentators suggest it encompasses “the freedom of a person to determine when, how, and to what extent to safeguard or to communicate information within his/her own sphere of intimacy.” The right to privacy would protect, for example, the right of a priest to decide whether to hand over the results of

233. See supra Introduction.
234. 1983 CODE c.331.
235. 1983 CODE c.220.
a psychological test to his bishop. It prevents a superior from compelling a disclosure of personal information or matters of one’s conscience. Understood this way, the right to privacy is not relevant to the question of public access to criminal trials. However, the right to a good reputation is relevant. Reputation is the “public evaluation of at least two people regarding another person.” Defamation is the violation of one’s right to a good reputation and occurs by “the communication to several persons, whether in a group or separately, of some determined fact which exposes a person to public contempt or dislike or injures the person’s honor or reputation.” Unjust injury to one’s good reputation is even itself a delict.

However, canon law prohibits only illegitimate reputational harm, and the Church recognizes there are circumstances in which harming one’s reputation is necessary. Legitimate harm to one’s reputation is justified for the sake of the common good, for reasons of justice, to prevent future offenses, and to avoid public or private harm. Therefore, the truthful revelation of the commission of a crime to the relevant authorities is not and could not be a per se violation of one’s right to a good reputation pursuant to canon 220. The Church has expressly recognized in some situations (e.g., a credible allegation of the sexual abuse of a minor) that the revelation of a crime or even the credible allegation of a crime does not illegitimately harm one’s right to a good reputation. Thus, the right to a good reputation is not absolute, and at times it yields to other principles of governance, such as the protection of the community.

2. THE THREEFOLD PURPOSE OF A CANONICAL CRIMINAL TRIAL (C.1341)

Canon 1341 of the 1983 Code expressly provides three purposes of the imposition of a penalty through a criminal trial: (1) to repair scandal; (2) to restore justice; and (3) to reform the offender. There is a strong preference in canon law to avoid criminal trials, but if there is no other way to accomplish these three purposes, the diocesan bishop is to proceed

237. Bradley, supra note 236, at 573.
239. Id. at 426 (translating Coram Heiner, June 19, 1911: Decisiones seu Sententiae 3:274, 279.) In canon law, even mere detraction (i.e., the revelation of a true but unknown crime or fault) can be defamation. Thus, truth is not a defense against the delict of defamation. Id. at 431–32.
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But Instead Expose Them
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with a criminal trial. The first purpose, to repair scandal, is a duty owed to the community. The second purpose, to restore justice, is a duty owed to the victim or injured third party; and the third purpose, to reform the offender, is a duty owed obviously to the offender. Although canon 1341 does not use the word “deterrence,” it is bound up in the canonical notion of “scandal,” which does not mean shock or surprise but is the action of leading another to commit evil. Thus, the goal of deterring others from future commission of crime by bringing an offender to justice through a criminal trial is included in the first purpose, that is, to repair scandal. This is also obvious from the historical origin of this canon, which comes from the decrees of the Council of Trent in the sixteenth century, noting that “if [offenders] refuse to repent, others may be deterred from faults by the salutary example of the punishment imposed.” While the threefold purpose of the imposition of penalties by criminal trials must be borne in mind throughout the implementation of the Church’s penal system, the threefold purpose also is of tremendous consequence for the question of public access. And although the third purpose—reforming the offender—could be accomplished through a secret trial, it is simply not possible for a secret trial to fulfill the first and second purposes, which are owed respectively to the community and to victims. How can others in the community be deterred from committing a similar crime, and how can justice be restored to a victim, if the trial and the imposition of the penalty are kept secret from them? These purposes can be achieved only if the community is aware of the punishment, and the more serious the crime, the greater the need for public awareness. Thus, although not explicit in

245. Id. See also Matthew 18:15–17 (Revised Standard) (“If your brother sins against you, go and tell him his fault, between you and him alone. If he listens to you, you have gained your brother. But if he does not listen, take one or two others along with you, that every word may be confirmed by the evidence of two or three witnesses. If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church . . . .”).
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248. CATECHISM OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH ¶ 2284 (2d ed. 1997); see also Mulheron, supra note 16, at 301.


250. While one may think that any external consequence could fulfill these purposes, without knowledge of a consequence’s reason, scandal cannot be repaired nor justice restored.

251. Dugan, supra note 225, at 30–31 (“Deterrence can be achieved also when in punishing a transgressor, other members of that society are exposed to the punishment so that they too may be deterred from committing the offense. It is not enough to simply state somewhere in a diocesan or local newspaper, that a certain priest is no longer in ministry or in priesthood. Without any further explanation, such an announcement is meaningless . . . . The more serious or offensive the crime, the more of a need exists for the members of the society in danger to know how the crime was punished.”) (footnote omitted).
canon 1341, the fulfillment of the threefold purpose of the Church’s penal law must include some element of publicity while avoiding any illegitimate harm to one’s reputation as protected by canon 220.

B. Incorporating Elements of U.S. Law into the Practice of Canon Law

Although many elements of the American legal system’s public access doctrine cannot be incorporated, recognizing the fundamental values of U.S. law as values inherent in good governance provides a path forward. A wholesale adoption of the public access doctrine found in the U.S. legal system into canon law would be patently absurd because of important differences in the two legal systems. For example, in the Church, there is no democratic election of bishops, judges, or promoters of justice.252 Nor are there jury trials.253 Consequently, any element that seeks to hold elected officials accountable to voters or any element pertaining to juries or their prejudice has no place in canon law.

However, the core values promoted by the public access doctrine in U.S. law are values inherent in good governance in general, and their application can be a starting point for greater public access in canon law. Recall that these four values are (1) factfinding; (2) education of the public; (3) community catharsis and prevention of vengeance; and (4) confidence in the judicial system.254 These four values would also be beneficial for the canonical legal system. First, in the same way that publicity of criminal trials in U.S. law helps to provide key witnesses and honest witnesses, greater publicity of criminal trials in canon law would do the same and, therefore, aid in factfinding. Second, greater public access in canon law would also educate the members of the Church, not only on canon law and a just ecclesial order, but also on the teachings of the Church, for canon law is based on Catholic doctrine.255 In this respect, greater public access to canonical criminal trials could even be a tool for evangelization and catechesis. Third, although it may be less likely that members of the Church would resort to violence when offenders are not punished, the ability of the faithful to see justice in the Church may prevent many from leaving the Church or may prevent some victims from resorting
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to civil lawsuits in an effort to seek justice.\textsuperscript{256} Although the fourth value in the American legal system, confidence in the judicial system, is at least in part connected to the necessity of holding elected officials accountable, it would take on a slightly different meaning in canon law. Greater public access to criminal trials in canon law would prevent corruption by exposing bad actors. It also would help restore trust in the administration of justice in the Church and rehabilitate the Church’s public image by allowing the community to see justice being accomplished.\textsuperscript{257} A restoration of that trust would ultimately aid the Church’s shepherds in leading their flocks.

\textit{C. Three Concrete Proposals}

The concrete application of those values to canonical criminal trials could take many forms. Because canon lawyers and diocesan bishops will hesitate to deviate from the status quo, this Section discusses three moderate proposals that would grant greater public access to canonical criminal trials. These proposals uphold the fundamental values of good governance articulated in U.S. law and accomplish the express purposes of penal processes in canon law. The three proposals are (1) grant public access to the decree concluding the preliminary investigation; (2) grant public access to the \textit{libellus} of the promoter of justice; and (3) grant public access to the final decision in the case. These three proposals are modest. None fully opens the doors of the canonical courtroom to the public, nor would any of them provide the public with the ability to access directly the evidence gathered at trial or read transcripts of depositions. However, these proposals would provide the public with basic information about canonical penal processes and help accomplish the threefold purpose of criminal trials in canon law.

\textbf{1. Grant Public Access to the Decree Concluding the Preliminary Investigation}

Granting public access to the decree that concludes the preliminary investigation would respect the alleged offender’s rights under canon 220, would promote the fundamental values of public access, and would further the purposes of canonical criminal trials. While it may be more likely that an illegitimate violation of one’s right to a good reputation could be harmed by publication prior to this point, especially when the allegation is

\textsuperscript{256} Beal, \textit{supra} note 195, at 522 (acknowledging that publicity can lead to a catharsis).

\textsuperscript{257} Neville Owen, \textit{The Ideal of Accessible Justice: In Praise of Jurisprudence}, 109 \textit{PERIODICA DE RE CANONICA} 633, 653 (2020) (noting that publishing jurisprudence “maintains and instils confidence in the integrity and independence of the process”).
serious but unfounded, \textsuperscript{258} the publication of the decree concluding the preliminary investigation would be very beneficial because the decree includes reasons in law and in fact for essential questions about the allegation and the trial to come. If the diocesan bishop concludes that there is a semblance of truth to the allegation, then although the publication may harm one’s good reputation, it does not do so “illegitimately” under canon 220. If the allegation is completely unfounded, then the decree does not harm the reputation of the accused at all. The publication of the decree, though, would educate the public on the laws and doctrines of the Church, provide the public with catharsis to see that justice is being done, and strengthen confidence in the Church’s judicial system’s ability to administer justice. Moreover, the publication would help fulfill the purposes found in canon 1341 inasmuch as it deters others from committing a similar crime by demonstrating that allegations of this crime will be taken seriously.

2. Grant Public Access to the \textit{Libellus} of the Promoter of Justice

Granting public access to the \textit{libellus} of the promoter of justice would respect the alleged offender’s rights under canon 220, would promote the fundamental values of public access, and would further the purposes of canonical criminal trials. The publication of the promoter’s \textit{libellus} would not illegitimately harm the right of the accused to a good reputation under canon 220 because the diocesan bishop would have already determined that the allegation is founded and that there is a need to pursue a trial in order to repair scandal and restore justice. Publishing the \textit{libellus} of the promoter of justice would educate the members of the Church on the various canonical crimes, as well as the basic elements of those crimes. It also would alert the community to the trial’s initiation and encourage witnesses to come forward to give testimony. \textsuperscript{259} Similar to the publication of the decree concluding the preliminary investigation, publishing the \textit{libellus} would provide catharsis by allowing the community to see the public good upheld in the prosecution of the delict and would bolster trust in the Church’s administration of justice. Lastly, granting public access to the \textit{libellus} would repair scandal by showing that delicts will be prosecuted, and it also would help restore justice to an injured third party.

\textsuperscript{258} See Vondenberger, \textit{supra} note 232, at 68. It is unclear what the appropriate civil analogy would be. Is the canonical preliminary investigation more like a police investigation, a grand jury proceeding, or a probable cause hearing? In truth, a canonical preliminary investigation is similar to all three, and consequently it is more difficult to determine whether the decree initiating the preliminary investigation or even the various acts of the preliminary investigation ought to be open to the public.

\textsuperscript{259} This also will place a healthy public pressure on the tribunal to complete the process swiftly.
because it shows the promoter of justice acting for the common good to prosecute the offense.

3. GRANT PUBLIC ACCESS TO THE FINAL DECISION

Granting public access to the final decision—whether the decree at the end of an extrajudicial process or the definitive sentence at the end of a judicial process—would respect the alleged offender’s rights under canon 220, would promote the fundamental values of public access, and would further the purposes of canonical criminal trials. Of all three proposals, granting public access to the final decision would be of the greatest benefit. If the final decision finds the accused guilty of the crime, then publication does not illegitimately harm the accused’s right in canon 220 because he or she was found to have committed the crime. On the other hand, if the final decision finds the accused not guilty, then publication vindicates the right to a good reputation, which may have been damaged through a false allegation. Furthermore, granting public access to the final decision provides the greatest amount of catharsis by finally punishing the offender for the commission of the delict. It restores confidence in the Church’s judicial system by demonstrating that a proportionate penalty was imposed and that no corruption occurred. Or, in the case of a not guilty verdict, the publication can prevent vengeance by explaining the reasoning for the decision. It can maintain the community’s trust by persuading it that the offender was not proven to have committed the crime. Lastly, the publication of the final decision would repair scandal by demonstrating that delicts will be prosecuted. Imposing proportionate penalties would restore justice to victims. Ultimately, the publication of the decision will demonstrate that the Church is capable of holding its members accountable for crimes.

4. ADDRESSING SCANDAL AND EXERCISING DISCRETION IN PUBLICATION

Before concluding, the author wishes to respond to two likely objections and demonstrate that (1) granting greater public access will not increase scandal; and (2) discretion can be exercised regarding redaction of documents and the method of publication. First, because of the Catholic understanding of scandal, one may wonder whether granting public access to documents that suggest or conclude that a priest or leader in the Church has committed a delict will actually increase scandal. Would it not be better if no one knew what had occurred? This line of thinking betrays an overly simplistic notion of scandal. It presumes that only the offender and perhaps the victim know about the delict, when in reality news of such things travels quickly and widely in ecclesial circles. It would be nearly impossible for the bishop to know with certainty the exhaustive list of
persons who were aware of the delict and who had been scandalized. Moreover, this line of thinking also neglects the importance of deterrence in repairing scandal. If the community never hears of the imposition of penalties, the community may think that delicts go unpunished. In order to deter others from committing a delict, the community must see justice administered. The belief that the community will be scandalized to hear that a priest committed a delict betrays a clericalist mindset whereby priests are considered impeccable models of holiness. Properly understood, granting greater public access will not increase scandal but will address the scandal that is already present and is either unknown or unacknowledged by Church leaders.

Second, the bishop can exercise discretion in deciding whether some amount of redaction of the documents is fitting and what method of access would best serve the purposes of the penal law. The facts and circumstances of each case may require a diversity of approaches. Concerning redaction, some modest redaction would be reasonable provided that it did not diminish the efficacy of the publication. For example, redacting the name of a minor victim would be reasonable, but redacting the name of the offender or the delict committed would contradict the very purpose of public access. Concerning the method of publication, there are three main options: (1) in the local diocesan newspaper; (2) on the diocesan website; and (3) in person. The first two options would correspond to the typical ways by which dioceses announce new pastoral assignments and major programs. The third option corresponds to the method by which the evidence in a trial is published to the parties in the case. A diocese that requires an in-person examination of certain court records also could require proof that the person coming to view it is a member of the Church (e.g., proof of baptism or reception into the Church). Of course, justice would require that exceptions be made for victims who are not Catholic. In deciding where and how to publish, canonists and diocesan bishops must keep in mind the goal of greater public access and not defeat the purpose by unduly restricting access.

**CONCLUSION**

There is a serious need to restore trust in the Church’s administration of justice. Although employing secular models and standards of transparency in the Church can be fraught with difficulties, a careful consideration and appreciation of the core values promoted by public access in the American legal system are expedient first steps. The four values of public access are principles of sound governance, and they can be incorporated into the Church’s judicial system with some adaptation. Greater public access to canonical criminal trials can further the very purposes of penal processes in canon law by helping to repair scandal, restore justice, and reform the offender. By humbly considering whether
there is some good to be found in secular models—and eschewing an institution-protecting mindset that naively assumes the faithful will be scandalized if canonical criminal trials were more public—the Church can better accomplish its own purposes by providing greater public access. The Church should seek to win back the trust of its faithful and should be a model of justice to other legal systems. Greater public access to canonical criminal trials will move the Church’s judicial system further into the light. Rather than hide its criminal trials in secret, the Church should instead expose them.